Cookies

We hereby inform you that our servers use so-called Cookies for their activities in accordance with the provision of § 89 of Act No 127/2005 Coll. on electronic communications.

Cookies are generally very small data files/records which your browser generates and stores into your PC according to instructions from websites while visiting, if they use Cookies. These websites require their stored cookies from the browser and read information from them during your next visit of such websites.

Websites record various types of information into cookies, e.g. your preferred settings.

Cookies do not serve to obtain personal data of sensitive character or to your personal identification, but they affect privacy protection.

If your browser is allowed to use cookies, we will assume that you agree with the use of cookies on our servers.

Types of Cookies

Session cookie files which are kept only until termination of the browser session.
Persistent cookie files which are stored even after termination of the browser session.

Session cookies keep useful information for the session. They ensure that “the browser remembers” current setting and there is no need to enter such information again after visiting each further web page.

Generally, persistent cookie files identify the browser after its return to the websites and store “persistent” settings for the specific websites, etc.

What are Cookies used for?

To keep the settings which influence appearance and performance of the websites.
To statistics, evaluation of attendance/visit rate.
Our websites can be a mediator for storage of cookies of third parties (e.g. we use Google Analytics for attendance evaluation). We have no impact on generation of such cookies and we cannot read them, we have no access to them.

Settings in Browsers

Standard web browsers, such as the Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, etc., enable privacy protection setting which comprises cookies administration as well.

You can delete cookies manually, block them variously, prohibit their use in the browser setting. For detailed information, please, use the browser help guide.

In case of any questions and comments you may have, please, contact us at: oou@zdas.cz